Inquiry Name: Inquiry into VicRoads' Management of Country Roads

Miss Shaunie O'Connor

SUBMISSION CONTENT:

--

The Highway Is patchy and full Of pot holes, My Tires Are Balding and being ruined, my shockers aren't holding up with all the holes, the wet weather makes the roads very dangerous to drive on, the build up in traffic with the 70 sign on the highways are making it difficult, the roads through warrnambool are also patchy and falling apart it's making it dangerous, i have had cracks in my windscreen because of loose rocks from the road works being done, the safety people on the road don't even hold there signs up to tell you where are meant to go and slow down they just smoke and chat on the side of the road they are going to cause an accident, we need lanes for just the trucks and bigger vehicles so smaller vehicles have a chance at making it to their destinations safely.
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